So the Jacobs House was the first installation to go into effect. There
was great excitement and curiosity on the part of 'the profession'. Crane
Company officials came in, dove beneath the rugs, put their hands on the
concrete in places remote from the heater, got up and looked at one
another as though they had seen a ghost. My God! It works. Where were
radiators now?
As usual.
Articles on 'radiant heat' began to appear in testimonial journals. But
it was in no sense 'radiant heat' or panel heating or any of the things they
called it that I was now interested in. It was simply gravity heat—heat
coming up from beneath as naturally as heat rises.
Some thirty or more Usonian buildings now have floor heating. We
have had to learn to proportion the heat correctly for varying climates and
conditions. We have accumulated some data that is useful.
There is no other 'ideal' heat. Not even the heat of the sun.
THE UNKIND FIREPLACE
Lloyd (Lewis) is not only my own client after my own heart but he is
one of my warmest and most faithfully insulting and insulted of friends,
Long ago when I was down getting a worm's-eye view of society and Lloyd
was a rising young 'publicity man* I engaged him to keep me out of the
newspapers. He lasted a little less than three months. Then I paid him off
and fired him for cause. The thing couldn't be done. He blamed me. But
why blame me for my own fault?
Now his turn. He employed me to build him a house* He was a hard
client. But not hard enough.
Having been there myself, often, I knew it was so damp and hot out on
the prairie by the Des Plaines River that I set Lloyd well up off the ground
to keep him high and dry in Spring, Fall, and Summer, his domicile win-
nowed by the wind , .. beneath! Thereby I exposed him in Winter not
unnecessarily, but somewhat expensively. For the good of his health?
Yes. But more for the good of his soul.
That type of house I believe ideal for a prairie site on low, damp land
of that type. But no such proceeding could be called cheap*
So, up there off the ground, the beautiful river landscape coming in
through three sides of the beautiful house and the woods showing be-
neath, it was hard to keep Lloyd warm in Winter, Kathryn, his wife,
didn't cool off so readily as Lloyd did, but the sixty-five degrees we set for
normal in a floor-heated Usonian house just didn't jibe by about twenty
degrees with the Daily News office where Lloyd worked. And there was
something the matter with the boiler pump there which we went down
to fix or else the house would have risen to seventy-five. I am glad of afc
excuse to go to Lloyd's home anyway,
With usual bravado, pretending to make light of the thing, I thought
of various ways of keeping the writer warm. I thought of wiring Mm ty
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